
Churchgate Street 
 
Historically and architecturally this is one of the most significant streets in the town. The street is 
set out on an axis with the Norman Tower and the central entrance to the Abbey Church and 
would have formed the formal ceremonial route between the Abbey and the Guildhall, the link 
between the spiritual and the temporal. While the view east to the Norman Tower is still one of 
the most important in the town, it is a sobering to consider what the view would have been when 
the Abbey Church was in its pomp and towered over the gateway some three times higher. This 
was then clearly the most important street in the town.  
It still remains the location of some of the town’s most important historic buildings with structures 
dating back to the 13th C at 48 and 49, although cloaked in later medieval envelopes, and at the 
east end a truly splendid group of Georgian period houses and houses with Georgian street eleva-
tions. In addition there are many surviving buildings of the 15th and 16th Cs and a particular high-
light is the English Baroque Unitarian Meeting House from the very early 18th. 
This is a street which has featured in many art works and rewards reflection. 
 
3-5 Churchgate Street 
 
This is a late 20th C Georgian style house in three storeys of pale sand faced Fletton bricks which 
seem to have been chosen to imitate the traditional white bricks to the neighbouring early 19th C 
houses to the west. It has four unequal bays of fenestration which do at least echo the hierarchy 
of its Georgian progenitors by reducing in size from the ground floor upwards. 
One of the issues with the building, and this is not uncommon with such revived styles is the lack 
of attention to detail so the multi pane sash windows are on the front face of the brickwork having 
flat soldier course lintols and the door case is only an approximation of what an 18th C example 
would have been. The roof finish is concrete tiles and there are plastic rainwater goods. 
Better materials could have been used in the construction. However, this is an inoffensive building 
but neutral in the conservation area. 
 
6 Churchgate Street 
 
This is a part of the development which created no’s 5-6, but here the building’s scale is reduced 
by creating a mansard roof  with a large dormer with a pair of casements at second floor level. The 
other materials and details are similar to those to it’s neighbour to the west and there is an entry/ 
passage with an arched lintol on the ground floor to the west. 
Again this is an inoffensive building but neutral in the conservation area. 
 

7-8 Churchgate Street 
 
These are a pair of tiny white brick cottages dating from the early/mid 19th C and still pretty much 
having fabric all from that date, only the entrance door to No 8 being modern. Otherwise they 
have a single two over two sash window at both floors, with flat gauged arches, and the entrance 
doors to the extreme east and west with charming four centred arched lintols. The latter now have 
brick infills but presumably would originally have had fan lights (there are similar examples in the 
town in Northgate Street). The original door to No 7 is four panelled with bolection mouldings. 
There is a continuous plat band at cill level on the first floor, which incorporates  the window cills. 
The roof is finished in slates and the rainwater goods are modern plastic. 
A charming pair of relatively unaltered cottages which are positive in the conservation area. 
 
9-11 Churchgate Street 
 
A very large five bay house in three stories of stucco rendered finish. While this appears to be a 
late 20th C revival of a style from the early/mid 19th C it does have more of an air of ‘authenticity’ 
than many of its contemporaries and it may indeed be an old building which has been heavily re-
stored. Being in stucco render means the building material is not trying to imitate an historic brick 
which is no longer available and its plain painted smooth finish could be of any age. It’s joinery 
detail, with multi (relatively large) panes could certainly be early 19th C, although they would not 
have had ‘horns’ which these do, and the door case is less obviously a modern construct. The con-
crete tiles do rather advertise its construction period as would the plastic rainwater goods were 
they not so common on historic and modern buildings alike! The flank wall to the east appears, 
however, to be historic. 
A modern building which fits well in the conservation area and makes a modest contribution to it. 



40-41 Churchgate Street 
 
This is a somewhat singular modern development of two houses both with shop premises at ground 
floor level.  The design seems to have been contrived to try and bring a degree of contrast to the 
other modern attempts at Georgian type historical style by trying a medieval style instead. The 
building has two parts: to the east a gabled three storey element in a grey brick and to the west a 
two story element in stucco rendered finish with a steep dormered concrete tiled roof. The fenes-
tration above ground floor is unashamedly modern with sashes at first floor and casements above - 
all in what appear to be metal frames. All the openings have flat soldier course brick lintols. At 
ground floor to the east is a tripartite shop window and the entrance door while to the west is a 
rather characterful oriel/projecting bay window flanked by entrance door to the shop and (?) apart-
ment above. 
Overall these make a neutral contribution to the conservation area. 
 
42 Churchgate Street 
 
This building is something of a conundrum and would benefit from some detailed research. It is in 
two storeys of white bricks which may be a refronting of an earlier building in the early 19th C.  Oth-
erwise it has a large clay tiled roof with a small single dormer with casement window and no obvi-
ous chimneys. At first floor the brick elevation has a wooden dentiled cornice, three to over two 
later 19th sash windows at first floor, with their moulded architraved boxes flush with the brick-
work. The ground floor has a modern shop front to the east, a half glazed entrance door with a 
plain fanlight, which may be 19th C a tripartite window of the same date and a passage/entry with a 
boarded gate to the extreme west. The entrance door and the tripartite window have stone lintols 
which date to the late 19th C and the passage has an arched stone lintol, again presumably of that 
date. 
This building was surely a public house at some time and had major interventions in the late 19th C 
but has features, and particularly the form, which suggests it could be late 17th C. This would be an 
interesting research field. 
This is an interesting and historic building which makes a strong positive contribution to the conser-
vation area. 
 
43-45 Churchgate Street 
 
This is a confection of a building the current face of which was added or built in the interwar years 
in a curious Tudorbethan half-timbered style, presumably thought at that time to have been to be a 
contextual solution to a redevelopment conundrum. It was once a showroom for Marlows and was 
previously used in association with the land now occupied by the development known as William 
Barnaby Yard and the former almshouses in College Street. The ground floor is now used as a  res-
taurant. The building appears to have been developed in two phases with a lower two bay section 
to the east, with a much larger section to the west. This west section has three bays of fenestration 
with, at the western end, a bay which includes a large loading door at first floor and a (modern) 
gated service opening at ground floor. 
It has three storeys with a modern shop front at ground level, other than where the service opening 
is at the west end. The section at the east end has sash windows while the main part of the building 
has tripartite casements at each level. The roof had a slated finish and there are brick chimney 
stacks. 
This is a characterful building but overall makes a neutral contribution to the conservation area. 
 

51-52 Churchgate Street 
 
This is the another Georgian revival building of a pair of houses in an early 18th C style but in white 
brickwork - rather curious as white bricks in Bury are normally from the later 18th and early 19th Cs, 
period houses in Bury of this style are always in red bricks. Otherwise the houses have two storeys 
with two bays each and the tiled finished roof has a parapet and lead clad dormers with curious 
wooded fascias, above a moulded band course. Fenestration is with multi pane sashes with their 
boxes flush with the brick face below gauged flat arches, vents in the faces of the sashes rather 
spoil their appearance. Each entrance door has a fanciful door case and panelled doors with small 
fanlights.  
The houses are set back from the pavement and the front area is protected by modern steel rail-
ings. There is to the west a brick wall with a large flat arched opening to the rear, with soldier 
course lintol supported with a concrete beam, behind this is a modern steel railed gate. 
These are reasonable new buildings but their contribution to the conservation area is neutral. 



59 Churchgate Street 
 
This is a small house apparently dating to the middle of the 19th C. It has two low storeys of paint-
ed brickwork. It has a pair of casement windows at each floor with doors at each flank on the 
ground floor. The west ground floor window seems to have been either a later installation or re-
modelling; it has a flat lintol , as does the doorway to its west, while all other  openings have brick 
arches. Otherwise the panelled doors appear modern and the casements may be 19th C but most 
likely more recent replacements. The roof has concrete tiles and there is a large red brick stack - 
presumably the red brick stack originally matched the elevation brickwork. 
An unpretentious cottage which makes some minimal contribution to the conservation area, but 
mainly because it is obviously of some age. It would be improved if the paint were removed from 
the brickwork. 
 
61-62 Churchgate Street 
 
This is a pair of late 19th C cottages in white brick and two storeys. There is a single original two 
over two sash window on each floor and an original door to 61 and modern replacement to 62. 
The openings all have stone lintols with vermiculated relief faux key stones. There is a slated roof 
with flanking white brick stacks. There are cellars to the houses with arched openings at ground 
level and pavement grates. Boot scraper missing to 61 and heavily damaged to 62. No 62 seems to 
have had some partial brick cleaning, which has resulted in some disfiguring. 
A charming pair of cottages which make a positive contribution to the conservation area. 
 
63-64 Churchgate Street (see also 72-73 Whiting Street) 
 
This is a three-storey building of four bays on Churchgate Street and four on Whiting Street in a 
Georgian revival style but, presumably a well done reproduction of the 20th C. It is in commercial 
use with stucco rendered walls and glass shop fronts at ground level. There is a continuous shop 
name frieze at first floor level below which are the canted wooden framed shop fronts and, on the 
corner, the entrance to the offices above, with a six panelled door set within a Georgian style 
doorcase. The corner is turned with a curved wall above the office entrance. 
On each of the first and second floors there are six multi-pane sash windows with horns (which 
rather give away the true age of the building) to each elevation.  
There is a clay tile roof and plastic rainwater goods. 
A handsome and rather convincing Georgian revival building which makes a positive contribution 
to the conservation area. 
 

65-70 Churchgate Street 
 
This appears to be a single development from the later 20th C and again in a neo-Georgian style. 
There are six houses each of three storeys with two bays of fenestration: 65, 68, 69 and 70  have 
stucco rendered finishes while 66 ad 67 are in a pale brickwork. Each house has a single sash win-
dow at ground and first floor and a pair at second floor. The entrance doors have faux Georgian 
door cases. The roof has a concrete tiled finish and the rainwater goods plastic. 
As in other cases where neo-Georgian houses were developed in the later 20th C the detail of 
these is not of the highest standard and because of this they are clearly distinguishable from their 
18th C progenitors. Because of this they are neutral in the conservation area. 
 
71-72 Churchgate Street 
 
This is a modern dwelling set back from the street behind modern steel railings and gates. It has 
to its front an asphalt finished car park with red brick walls to the perimeter. The dwelling was 
designed by MS2 Architectural Consultants and replaced a single storey showroom/workshop 
building previously used by Ashe House Interiors. It was constructed circa 2010. 
The building is in two storeys of stucco render finish with a shallow double pitched roof with its 
gable facing the street. There is a continuous band of clerestory windows at eaves level with a pair 
of large French casements at first floor and a smaller pair of casements below it. 
This is a rare example in the conservation area of a house that has been designed in a contempo-
rary manner that is not in a pastiche style with historic influences. For that reason, it may seem 
rather incongruous in the context of the conservation area but being set back so far from the pub-
lic realm it has a rather limited effect on it. As a result its contribution is neutral. 


